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Multi-Paint-System



Paint suppliers are faced with the increasing demand of industry and trade 

to supply products according to individual quality needs as to colours, gloss 

degrees, surface textures. Furthermore customers require “just-in-time” 

deliveries of a variety of quantities ranging from very small to large volumes. 

The solution to meet these demands is Pro Mix® Industry, the Multi-Paint-

System.

With only a few system components, that bring stock levels down to a 

minimum, all common industrial primer and topcoat qualities, single or two-

component, with most different gloss levels and textures for all common kinds 

of application like brushing, rolling or spraying are made available. With pigment 

pastes, which are universal in use, the different base qualities are tinted exactly 

to the required colour shade.

The Multi-Paint-System  
for Industry and Craft



As the tinting takes place by adding the pigment pastes in ready 
prefilled cans the packing costs are reduced to a minimum. Exact 
dosing of the pigment pastes is done manually or by a automatic 
dispenser. Every formulation is optimized in quality, hiding power 
and price.
 

Especially the use of the fully automatic tinting machine combined 
with the formulation software Pro Mix® Industry including the cost 
calculator results in high production speed and dosing accuracy. 
Besides the prefilled standard cans certainly also other tin sizes 
can be used.

Quality + Price

Perfect Paint-Management
 Customized products

 Few system-components

  Pigment pastes for universal use 

 Perfectly adjusted

 Automatic tinting

  More than 80 qualities from one system

 Thousands of colours
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The qualities of Pro Mix® Industry appeal to a wide clientele. Paint consumers 
focusing on engineering, general industries, vehicle construction, structural 
steelwork as well as on paint and varnishing trade with applications such as 
renewal of metal facades and painting of plastic windows will find all the 
necessary products. 

The flexibility and the delivery speed of Pro Mix® Industry system with mini-
mum inventory as well as its high colour accuracy and the application quality 
of these products open up new horizons. 

The qualities and products
of Pro Mix® Industry open up 
new horizons.
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